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QUESTION 1

Which command creates a new dual desktop display ObjectServer with the server name as DISPLAY_OS_1 connecting
to AGG_OS_1 ObjectServer? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true if an ObjectServer work time exceeds its granularity? 

A. The disk space should be increased. 

B. The overall end user experience will be improved. 

C. The ObjectServer is overloaded and may fall behind in some of its tasks. 

D. The probe is overloaded and a second probe should be deployed in peer-to-peer mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The ObjectServer is being configured in FIPS 140-2 mode so that the properties PA.Username and PA.Password stored
in the ObjectServer properties file are encrypted. The keyfile is already created with nco_keygen. Which ObjectServer
properties should be configured? 

A. Set ConfigKeyFile to the path and filename of the keyfile. Use nco_crypt to encrypt the PA.Username
andPA.Password. 
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B. Set ConfigKeyFile to the path and filename of the keyfile. Use nco_keygen to encrypt the PA.Username
andPA.Password. 

C. Set ConfigKeyFile to the path and filename of the keyfile. Use nco_aes_crypt to encrypt the PA.Username
andPA.Password. 

D. Set PasswordEncryption to the path and filename of the keyfile. Use nco_aes_crypt to encrypt the PA.Usernameand
PA.Password. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which command checks the rules file syntax for the mttrapd.rules file? 

A. nco_syntax mttrapd.rules 

B. nco_p_syntax mttrapd.rules 

C. nco_syntax -rulesfile mttrapd.rules 

D. nco_p_syntax -rulesfile mttrapd.rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Information needs to be logged to an ObjectServer log file each time a trigger fires. Which command would be used in
the trigger to log the specific information? 

A. LOG INTO 

B. WRITE INTO 

C. PRINT INTO 

D. DESCRIBE INTO 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Click the Exhibit button. 
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After performing stress testing on the new IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7 4 (Netcool/OMNIbus) single tier deployment,
the Netcool/OMNIbus administrator notices the combined average profiling and trigger statistics log file data shows that
the primary aggregation ObjectServer AGG_P is using 50 seconds on average out of its 60 second granularity cycle. 

As part of the stress testing, WebGUI was connected to the Netcool/OMNIbus system and a representative number of
users logged in to the WebGUI server Users reported sluggish performance from their Active Event lists. 

On further inspection of the log files, the Netcool/OMNIbus administrator sees that the grouped user profile WEBTOP is
the biggest consumer using just over 40 seconds of the 60 second granularity. Which two actions will help decrease the
load by this user profile group and improve the end user experience? (Choose two) 

A. delete the contents of the alerts.details table 

B. deploy further probes to share the load of the incoming event stream 

C. enable data caching on the WebGUI server for the Netcool/OMNIbus datasource 

D. deploy a Display layer using the standard multi-tier architecture configuration and move WebGUI to connect to
theDisplay layer in DSD mode 

E. deploy a Collection layer using the standard multi-tier architecture configuration and move WebGUI to connect to
theCollection layer in DSD mode 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A company is deploying WebGUI worldwide and assessing their user and group requirements. These users will need
access to WebGUI: 

-12 users will be monitoring the Active Event List in shifts. They will run tools that will modify events. 

-5 users will connect to the Active Event List to view certain event information. 

Which user roles are required within the IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus ObjectServer given these requirements? 

A. No ObjectServer user access is required. 

B. 17 users require the Normal role for write permission. 
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C. 12 users require CatalogUser and AlertsUser roles for write permission. 

D. 17 users require CatalogUser and AlertsUser roles for write permission. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement correctly describes what occurs when the Maintain History option is selected in the Accelerated Event
Notification (AEN) client property settings? 

A. A log file is created which contains a record of all AEN messages received by the client. 

B. It prevents the AEN pop-up message from being automatically removed from the desktop. 

C. A copy of each message received by the client is retained, and the message maybe recalled. 

D. A journal entry is created for the corresponding event in the ObjectServer when the message is received by the
AENclient. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the steps to clone an ObjectServer? 

A. It is not possible to exactly clone an ObjectServer. 

B. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_conf pack.Run the SQL files using nco_sqlto createthe
new ObjectServer. 

C. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_os report. Use the SQL files to create a
newObjectServer with nco_dbinit. 

D. Export the ObjectServer configuration into SQL files with nco_conf pack. Use the SQL files to create a
newObjectServer with nco_dbinit. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is one of the first steps that the WebGUI administrator should do when creating a new page for a user? 

A. define the page wires for the different workspaces 

B. set the page location, source URL, and tools accessibility 

C. set the page properties, roles, layouts, and levels of access 
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D. define the user access groups for each workspace on the page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The network operation center has two groups of users that use the native desktop. One group, OPERATIONS, requires
access to the standard event management tools like acknowledge and delete. They also require access to some custom
tools for things like basic troubleshooting (ping and telnet) and ticket creation. The second group, NETWORK, requires
access to the same tools used by the OPERATIONS group users In addition, there are a few tools used for advanced
router diagnostics that they use. These tools are not to be available to the OPERATIONS group users. To minimize
administration efforts a common desktop menu is used for both groups of users. 

The users in the OPERATIONS group use Windows desktops to run the native desktop application. What is the
technique used to ensure that they only run tools supported on Windows? 

A. no additional configuration is required 

B. the OPERATIONS group is configured to limit access to only those tools supported on Windows 

C. all of the tools used by the OPERATIONS group are configured to limit access to only Windows systems 

D. all of the menus used by the OPERATIONS group are configured to limit access to only Windows systems 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements are true regarding Group Filters in WebGUI V7.4? (Choose two.) 

A. Only a single copy of the filter is needed. 

B. Only users with ncw_admin role can add group filters. 

C. User retains a copy of the filter when leaving the group. 

D. Global, system, user filters can depend on group filters. 

E. Allows users to share filters based on their membership. 

Correct Answer: AE 
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